The Head of the Royal House of Georgia
Crown Prince Nugzar Bagrationi-Gruzinski
Tbilisi, November 15, 2017

Recognition decree
Based on independent historical and legal expertise which took place in November 2017, taking to account the conclusion of the Genealogy and Heraldic Research Sector (Academy of Sciences of Ukraine),
the scientific conclusion of the International Academy of Genealogy associate member, taking to account
the genealogical diplomas issued in 2005 by Russian Nobility Assembly (Russia) and Kiev Nobility Assembly (Ukraine) recognizing status of Karina Bagration-Moukhransky, based on the results of the genealogical and legal expertise which was conducted by the International Aristocratic Association (Germany,
Austria) in 2011, same as due to The Digest of Laws of the Russian Empire (Свод законов Российской
империи, pre-1917 Russian: Сводъ законовъ Россiйской имперiи) which guarantees the rights of a
woman for a title and surname after divorce (and the article 113 – currently active Civil Law of Ukraine)
we, again, recognize the legitimate right of Karina Bagration- Moukhransky for a Princess title and a full
historical surname. We also confirm her right for a complete or partial surname use (including the Princess
title) until her next marriage according to all international law standards. Since The Digest of Laws of the
Russian Empire is not active and has the function of a verifying but not a regulating document, we believe
it will be reasonable for Princess Karina to fall under the jurisdiction of the country she is a citizen of.
Princess Karina Bagration –Moukhransky merits respect for her ongoing service to society and devotion
to positive image of Bagrationi Dynasty promotion. She is a rightful and popular member of the Dynasty, respected and well- known by the international community. I took this decision in my function of the
legitimate Head of the Royal House of Georgia and the direct descendant of the anointed ruling Kings of
Georgia. This decision and recognition is final and is not the subject to any further discussions.
Crown Prince Nugzar

